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Our missions is: 
• to create new operas that enchant, challenge, and inspire our diverse 

global community & encourage new ways of seeing our world;
• to make opera relevant to our 21st century world, nation, and 
    communities
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Opera was first created as a theatrical form for the people. 
Our mission is to help keep it that way. 

We do this:
• by engaging new audiences & new generations in the process and the 

performance of the opera; 
• by partnering with producers and community organizations to extend 

our reach both within and far outside the walls of the opera house.

Promo Pack: www.artistecard.com/bounce
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“...a new form of Opera and a cast of wonderful young people...”
                                            From an Audience Member at our March Presentation 2017



Concept & Direction:

Story & Libretto:

Lead Composer:

Additional Music:

Basketball EDM Tracks:

Co-Producer & Conductor:

Location:

Project Partners:

Grethe Barrett Holby

Charles R. Smith, Jr.

Glen Roven

Tomás Doncker

Ansel Elgort aka DJ Ansolo

Everett McCorvey

Basketball courts or large flexible theatrical space. 

University of Kentucky Opera Theatre (ukoperatheatre.org)

An update of some of the same messages as West Side Story, BOUNCE is a 
contemporary opera inspired by the Greek myth of Icarus, set within an ur-
ban basketball team environment. Unlike most traditional operas, BOUNCE 
will be performed on basketball courts in four quarters with a halftime, 
narrated by the referee. The story of BOUNCE focuses on issues of gun 
violence and the desire to “get out” of cyclical urban poverty. The produc-
tion integrates local community members with professional performers. At 
first pass, it seems like the raw nature of urban basketball and the refined 
realm of traditional opera are worlds apart, but in so many ways we come 
to see that they are mirror images of one another. Courts become stages, 
scores become tracks and the bounce of the basketball provides the beat to 
a modern urban opera that transcends convention. Performers learn plays, 
as well as learning their blocking and their solos; court drills and coaching 
are as much a part of the rehearsal process as is vocal coaching and formal 
blocking.

Story:
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CREDITS
BOUNCEBOUNCE
THE BASKETBALL OPERA 



SYNOPSIS
Centered on Ike “The Flight” Harris, BOUNCE shows the triumphs and tragedies that 
basketball dreams bring. Flight is flying high towards stardom but his wings get clipped, 
changing his path. As his dreams crash back to earth, his world crashes in around him. 
His girlfriend leaves him. The whole school has started wild rumors about how he got 
injured. And his teammate TJ “The Future” King has stepped into the spotlight during 
Flight’s grounding. With all this negativity surrounding him, Flight struggles to keep his 
grades and confidence up.

Based on the Greek mythological story “The Flight of Icarus”, BOUNCE showcases 
Flight’s fall from grace and brings classic Greek drama and betrayal to the stage. The 
characters’ names are all rooted in the mythology and high school students known as 
the Haters represent the Greek Chorus.

But Greek mythology isn’t the only influence on this story. West Side Story, Othello, 
Carmen, La Bohème, spoken word poetry and hip-hop all weave their way through 
the libretto to ask the universal question: How does one rise back up after being 
knocked down?

The answer comes from the game of basketball itself, which ties all these elements to-
gether to create BOUNCE.

Charles R. Smith, Jr.
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CAST & INSTRUMENTATION
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CAST

PRINCIPALS
 6 Singers - Flight (b), Future (b), Coach (t), Sabrina (s/jazz), Daphne (m), 
        Mrs. Lucas (gospel)
 1 Spoken Word/Rap Artist - Poet 
 1 Ball Handler-Actor-Singer – Ajax (b)

SUPPORTING ROLES
 2 Actor-Singer-Basketball Players - Akili (bb), Odell (t)
 1 Game Announcer – (experienced free-styler)

CHORUS/ENSEMBLE 
 6 Excellent Basketball Players who can sing (t, b, bb preferred)
 1 Alternate/understudy B-Ball player 
 5-8 Female Singers – 3 with Cheerleading experience
 1 young boy (supernumerary)

OPTIONAL CAST: GUEST APPEARANCE ROLES
 1 Singer (Doctor - mezzo)
 1 Basketball Coach (with Coaching Experience)
 1 Pro Basketball Player (Hector the Helicopter)
 1 Cheerleading Squad or 1-3 Professional Cheerleader(s)
 1-2 Police Officers (minimal lines)
 1-2 Basketball Scouts (lines rhythmically spoken to music)

INSTRUMENTATION

LIVE instrumentation:

 Minimum: Piano 

 Touring Band: Keyboard 1 (piano), Keyboard 2 (synth), Electric Bass, 
 Drum Set

 Full Band: TBA

PRE-RECORDED Tracks: 
Many of the rap sequences are performed over composed “beat” tracks;

The basketball games are performed over EDM tracks (electronic dance music)
(These might also be played live by a DJ to follow the games)
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She has, at various points in her career, danced and sung for Philip Glass and Robert Wilson (peforming in “Einstein on the Beach”), 
choreographed for Leonard Bernstein, collaborated with Lou Reed, directed grand opera and started the Family Opera Initiative. 
Grethe Barrett Holby is, in other words, at ease in worlds radical or traditional, and comfortable with combining the two. To wit, her 
latest project: The Basketball Opera “Bounce.”

Holby came up with the idea 15 years ago, while reading the YA novels of Walter Dean Myers to her oldest son, Warren. “They’re 
not just about basketball,” she says. “They’re about life.” Fruition came much later, after she assembled the librettist Charles R. Smith 
Jr., composers Glen Roven and Tomas Doncker and conductor Everett McCorvey. Over the past year, they developed the opera’s 
surprisingly harmonious mix of classical vocals, hip-hop and R&B at the University of Kentucky, home of the Wildcats and an opera 
department. The story, of a basketball star looking for a way out of his troubled neighborhood, plays out on a full court and involves 
highly specific casting. The lead character, Flight, for example, must be at least 6-foot-5. “Finding someone that tall who can sing 
and dunk? That’s a challenge,” Holby says. So was convincing the actors, each skilled in the game, and the coach, who helped with 
choreography, to occasionally bend the rules. “You couldn’t just have the players running back and forth — that would be so boring,” 
says Holby, who is enough of a fan to know what constitutes a moving violation. “I would look at game tapes and highlight moves 
that I liked,” she says. In one case, an actor objected, ‘No, that’s traveling.’ And I said, ‘Stephen Curry does it so it can’t be traveling!’”

Holby’s son, the actor Ansel Elgort, a D.J. and producer, is creating incidental music to be played during the “games.” Negotiating 
his schedule required what you might call a continuity offense. “When I really need to get his attention,” Holby says, “I text in all caps. 
Then he hears me.”

One hope is that “Bounce,” which premieres in November, will travel to courts around the country, and perhaps become part of 
school curriculums. Elgort, a veteran of the teasing that comes with studying ballet and starring in high school musicals, sees 
basketball and hip-hop as ways to lure boys, in particular, to the performing arts. “This is a show that kids would actually want to be 
in, as opposed to, say, ‘42nd Street,’ ” he says.

The target demo has already weighed in. Last June, over four days, the opera was performed in East Flatbush, Brooklyn. “The locals 
were not happy we took over the court,” Holby says. “But they kept coming back,” eventually offering critiques. “This 12-year-old, 
after one performance, said, ‘I’m glad you added the drums after that set change. It was much better! Yesterday sucked, but today 
was awesome.’” — MARY KAYE SCHILLING

FAMILY AFFAIR 
Holby with her son Ansel Elgort in the o�ces of Family Opera Initiative in SoHo.

Photo Credit Emiliano GranadoGrethe Barrett Holby
APRIL 23, 2017
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“Live Basketball, Live Singers, Infectious Drama....a people’s opera in a people’s park.”
Berkshire Fine Arts – June, 2016

www.berkshirefinearts.com/06-26-2016_bounce-the-basketball-opera

“Basketball Opera Puts Unique Spotlight on Realities of Gun Violence”
Brooklyn Reader – June, 2016

www.bkreader.com/2016/06/basketball-opera-puts-unique-spotlight-realities-gun-violence/

“grounded in pressing issues facing today's youth.”
Broadway World – June, 2016

www.broadwayworld.com/bwwopera/article/

Ardea-Arts-to-Showcase-BOUNCE-THE-BASKETBALL-OPERA-at-Paerdegat-Park-20160624

 “This show is courtside drama.”
The Brooklyn Paper – June, 2016

www.brooklynpaper.com/stories/39/26/24-basketball-opera-2016-06-24-bk.html

“a mix of athletics, theater, and music on an interactive stage”
 I-D Magazine – June, 2016

i-d.vice.com/en_us/article/bounce-a-basketball-opera-tackling-americas-gun-problem

 “BOUNCE will appeal to both veteran opera lovers and newer, younger audiences”
National Endowment for the Arts – June, 2016

www.arts.gov/art-works/2016/spotlight-bounce-basketball-opera

“melds the gutsy, hard-hitting sounds of modern hip-hop and R. & B. with classical vocal technique.”
New Yorker - May, 2016

www.newyorker.com/goings-on-about-town/classical-music/bounce-the-basketball-opera

WWW.ARDEAARTS.COM/BOUNCE
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“spreading awareness of the debilitating effects of gun violence”
I-D Magazine – June, 2016

i-d.vice.com/en_us/article/bounce-a-basketball-opera-tackling-americas-gun-problem

“diverse casting with a fresh approach to arts engagement”
Broadway World – June, 2016

www.broadwayworld.com/bwwopera/article/

Ardea-Arts-to-Showcase-BOUNCE-THE-BASKETBALL-OPERA-at-Paerdegat-Park-20160624

“BOUNCE will not be your everyday Puccini.”
National Endowment for the Arts – June, 2016

www.arts.gov/art-works/2016/spotlight-bounce-basketball-opera

PRESS QUOTES FROM BROOKLYN WORKSHOP 2016
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Spotlight on BOUNCE: The Basketball Opera
June 27, 2016

By Rebecca Gross

Even though it’s been more than a decade, Grethe Barrett Holby vividly recalls reading Walter Dean 

Myers with her son. Myers, an award-winning, middle-grade author known for his gritty urban realism, 

often wrote about basketball, including in his novels Hoops and Slam. “I was blown away by the fact that 

this wasn't just about basketball, it was about life and life lessons,” said Holby. “I immediately started 

seeing this as an opera piece.”

This was how the vision originated for BOUNCE: The Basketball Opera. With a libretto by Charles R. 

Smith, Jr., music by Glen Roven, Tomas Donker, and Ansolo, and direction by Holby, BOUNCE follows the 

rise and fall of a high school basketball star, weaving in themes of gun violence and betrayal. Last week-

end, BOUNCE completed a workshop in East Flatbush, Brooklyn, with NEA support.

Of course, BOUNCE will not be your everyday Puccini. The piece is a production of Ardea Arts, which 

creates family-friendly operas for “a wider American, contemporary palate,” said Holby, who serves as 

the organization’s executive andartistic director. Although operas about astronauts, animals, and basket-

ball sounds nothing short of novel, Holby noted that “opera was made to be a popular art form. People 

in Italy sang opera like people in the 50s and 60s sang songs from musicals.”

With a score that mixes hip-hop and gospel with arias, Holby hopes BOUNCE will appeal to both veteran 

opera lovers and newer, younger audiences who might not have ever experienced a live theater event 

before. To reach this untapped audience, BOUNCE will be performed on basketball courts in communi-

ties throughout the country, and will cast members of the community alongside professional actors.

Last weekend’s workshop was held at Paerdegat Park in East Flatbush, and cast members included youth 

from local institutions such as Brooklyn High School of the Arts and Gangstas Making Astronomical 

Community Changes (G-MACC). G-MACC, which is based in East Flatbush, works with youth whose 

communities have high rates of gun violence, gang activity, and drug use—struggles that mirror those 

found in BOUNCE.

Holby described working with area youth as “an amazing opportunity and joy and challenge.” The chal-

lenge, she said, has been to convince kids to get out of their comfort zone and immerse themselves in 

an unfamiliar environment of rehearsals and performance. But at the same time, she said the positive 

impact has also already been obvious for certain participants. “I’ve gotten texts from a principal saying, 

‘You changed these kids' lives,’” said Holby. “And we're just doing what we do.”
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TIMELINE

Sept 2014

February 2015

Sept-Nov 2015 

Jan-Apr 2016

May-June 2016

Jan 17th, 2017

March 13th, 2017

Summer 2017

Nov 10,11,12 2017

BOUNCE Performance Event, Kaiser Park, Coney 
Island with City Parks Foundation

Libretto Reading, The Greene Space WNYC, with 
live video pod-cast & WQXR broadcast

Development Workshop & Presentations 
University of Kentucky Opera Theatre (UKOT)

Workshop & Presentations UK Opera Theatre

4-Week workshop, East Flatbush, Brooklyn
3 Showcase Performances on the basketball court 
in Paerdegat Park

Fundraiser Preview NYC

One Hour Musical Presentation at NYC with Bas-
ketball Percussion. 

2 Workshops - now in planning stages

Premiere - Lexington, KY UK Opera Theatre
Produced and developed by ARDEA ARTS // Development Partner UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY OPERA THEATRE
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CREATIVE TEAM
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GRETHE BARRETT HOLBY
Concept & Direction

A driving force in new American Opera for over 25 years, 
Grethe B. Holby works in multiple artistic dimensions. Her 
background and skills in dance and movement, theatre and 
storytelling, and architecture and visual design combine to 
compelling results in every one of her artistic endeavors.
Holby envisioned a new opera for American audiences, 
launching the groundbreaking organizations American Op-
era Projects in 1988, which she led for 13 years, and Ardea 
Arts in 2006, which she continues to lead. With these initia-
tives, Holby has changed the way the general public views 
opera, by engaging new audiences of all ages to the art 
form, often in unexpected settings with the music of today.

Holby has collaborated with the artists Leonard Bernstein, 
Placido Domingo, Lou Reed, Kitty Brazelton, and many 
more, in venues from The Kennedy Center and La Scala 
to The Flea Theater and The Kitchen. She has directed and 
choreographed Faust for opera companies in Philadelphia, 
Indianapolis, and Memphis; La Traviata in North Carolina, 
and most recently John Cage’s Europera 5 and the Ameri-
can staged premiere of Erik Satie’s Socrate for Center for 
Contemporary Opera (CCO).  Holby has served as resi-
dent choreographer of the Houston Grand Opera, choreo-
graphing Turandot, Wozzeck, and Dido and Aeneas, among others. She has also choreographed 
productions for Washington National Opera, Los Angeles Opera, and Michigan Opera Theater. 

She began her performing career dancing for the minimalist Laura Dean and Dance Co in Dean’s 
world premiere of Steve Reich’s Drumming and was an originating cast member of Robert Wil-
son-Philip Glass’s Einstein on the Beach. Her own company, Grethe Holby and Dancers, staged 
works to Lou Reed’s Metal Machine Music and music by Brian Eno, David Byrne, Richard Peaslee 
and many more.

Currently, Holby’s focus is on the development of three major projects. BOUNCE: The Basketball 
Opera, with a libretto by basketball poet and writer Charles R. Smith Jr. and music by Glen Roven, 
Thomas Doncker and Ansolo Music, brings opera-theatre to basketball courts in inner cities and rural 
America, with planned performances across the country from Alaskan native villages to a city park 
at Coney Island; The Three Astronauts, an opera based on a book by Umberto Eco with music by a 
trio of international composers, and Animal Tales by George Plimpton, Kitty Brazelton. 

Produced and developed by ARDEA ARTS // Development Partner UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY OPERA THEATRE
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Holby holds Bachelor and Master of Architecture degrees from Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy, also starting the dance program there. She has participated on panels for Opera America, 
the Kennedy Center ,and the Beijing Modern Music Festival, among others, and has given master 
classes at MIT and Boston University.   

grethebholby.com



GRETHE BARRETT HOLBY
Artist Statement

I first read Walter Dean Myers’ books Slam and Hoops with my middle school son twelve years ago. 
The sophistication of the ideas and issues brought up within the context of basketball inspired me 
from the first—many of them pertain to my own life, as well as to pre-teens and teenagers. And they 
reach boys – an underserved audience in the arts.

Myers was reaching his audience through riveting stories about a sport loved the world over, yet 
dealing with major life issues: Basketball as a metaphor for life. I began imagining a vernacular op-
era involving basketball, that could be performed in basketball courts all over the country – in gyms, 
schools, parks, community centers, and correctional facilities, as well as theater in the round. Further-
more, I imagined using two local teams in the actual performance to totally engage the community: 
engaging their families and friends in the performance—people who would otherwise never venture 
into the theater, much less opera. This expanded into the possibility of using local cheerleaders and 
community leaders in the smaller roles.

We have built our team! Basketball poet-writer of today, Charles R. Smith Jr., will collaborate with a 
composer thoroughly steeped in the Basketball tradition, global soul-blues producer Tomás Doncker. 
I look forward to working with them both. Torrie Allen, formerly from Anchorage Opera, now with 
Alaska Public Media joins us as a producer.

Most good sports stories are about more than just sports. They are about life, life that happens 
during and around heart-thumping action. Why is the whole world glued to the Olympics and the All-
Star game? Because sports speak beyond the game. Live music and live performance do the same. 
Together, with this dynamic team, we promise a powerful new work that will engage and inspire 
audiences from New York to Alaska, and beyond.

 Grethe Barrett Holby
 Concept & Direction
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CHARLES R. SMITH, JR.
Story & Libretto

 Charles R. Smith Jr. is an award-winning author, pho-
tographer and poet with over thirty books to his cred-
it. His awards include a Coretta Scott King Award 
for Illustration (2010) for his photographs accompa-
nying the Langston Hughes poem, “My People” and 
a Coretta Scott King Honor Author Award (2008) for 
his biography on Muhammad Ali, “Twelve Rounds to 
Glory.” Many of his books have also garnered reluc-
tant reader awards, proving that kids that don’t like 
to read, do like to read his books. 

Charles’s interest in writing came first, years ago, 
growing up in Compton, California when he began 
composing simple poems and stories inspired by the 
books he read. “Reading books filled with stories and 
poems inspired me to write my own. And if I wasn’t 
reading a book, I was playing a sport: I played ev-
erything, particularly basketball, and spent many af-
ternoons on the court, perfecting my jump shot.” 

In high school, Charles’s love of writing led to him 
join the high school yearbook staff as a writer where 
he was also required to take photographs. Through 

trial and error, Charles soon found a new love in photography. “Right up until that point I wanted to 
be an astronaut, but after taking yearbook pictures nonstop for a year, I knew I wanted to become 
a professional photographer.

Today, Charles R. Smith Jr. combines his passions of writing and photography with a variety of sub-
jects that spark his interest. His early books such as “Rimshots”, “Hoop Kings” and “Hoop Queens” 
focus on basketball. He also applies his talents to a variety of other subjects, including diversity with 
“I Am America”, Greek mythology with “The Mighty 12”, and Negro League baseball with “Stars in 
the Shadows” to name a few. His poetry has also been used to paint unique biographical portraits 
of personal heroes such as the Ali, boxer Jack Johnson and guitarist Jimi Hendrix. Of the distinctive 
niche Charles fills with his books, he notes, “I want to show students, particularly boys, that there are 
many ways to pursue their interests, no matter what they may be.”

Charles R. Smith Jr. was born and raised in Los Angeles, California. He currently lives in Poughkeep-
sie, New York with his wife Gillian and their three kids, Sabine, Adrian and Sebastian.
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charlesrsmithjr.com



B-ball be
a microphone for mouths
too timid to speak
but bounce their words
LOUD on concrete.

 This is an excerpt of a poem I wrote years ago to express my love for the game of bas-
ketball. The couplet, “but BOUNCE their words/loud on concrete” was written to show how the 
basketball player expresses himself on the court better than words ever could.

  From the time I was a toddler, baby-sat by a ball in the park, to the time I made friends at 
a new school on a new court, to the one-on-one games with my father, to the one-on-one games 
with my sons, basketball has been a big part of my life. And not just in my personal life. From the 
first children’s book I wrote (and shot photographs for) about the street game, through all the 
other books on basketball I’ve done since, basketball is a passion that has continued to inspire 
me. 
 Basketball is a simple game. Put the ball in the hole. But this simple game becomes complex 
when outside forces affect the player. Like money and fame. Will the local star player get the 
millions? Or will he be another woulda/coulda/shoulda been? Will his story end in triumph? Or 
will his story end in tragedy?

 Triumph and tragedy. Two outcomes that add drama to the game. Two opposing outcomes 
dictated by circumstance, decision and sometimes fate, triumph and tragedy are at the heart of 
sport. And the heart of Bounce: A Basketball Opera.

  My poem, B-Ball Be, particularly the specified couplet, is the seed from which Bounce will 
grow. The self-expression, the challenges, the confidence and opportunities that fill the game will 
be explored with all the showmanship and drama that an opera can provide. 

 Centered around one young ballplayer, Bounce will show the trials and tribulations that 
basketball dreams can bring. With involvement from the community and a story that appeals to a 
wide audience, my personal goal is to bring lovers of the game to the theater using the language, 
sights and sounds that speak to the reality of the game and the often unfortunate surroundings 
of the dreamers. I envision a tapestry of sound percolating with rhythmic ball-bounces, gunshots, 
text and technology chirps, handclaps and basketball game chatter. The sound elements, blended 
with the visual beauty and drama of the game will make “Bounce: A Basketball Opera”, a one-
of-a-kind experience that I look forward to bringing to the stage. 

B-ball be
an amplified symphony
of phat bass tracks
that make ankles crack
when rock steady soles
stutter step to the rack.
B-ball be
a jazz melody
of waterfall sounds
dripping repeatedly,
drip
drip
dropping
into the net 
from the rain of a jump shot
splashing net cords wet.                                                                                Charles R. Smith Jr.
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CHARLES R. SMITH, JR.
Artist Statement



GLEN ROVEN
Lead Composer/Music Supervisor

Emmy Award winner Glen Roven is a composer, lyricist, con-
ductor, pianist and CD Producer. Roven made his Carnegie 
Hall debut conducting his Violin Concerto based on “The 
Runaway Bunny”, with Glenn Close and the American Sym-
phony Orchestra; Catherine Zeta-Jones just recorded the Pi-
ano Trio version. He also recorded the piece with the Royal 
Philharmonic Orchestra and Brooke Shields for Sony/BMG. 
Baritone Mark Stone performed an entire evening of Rov-
en’s concert music also at Carnegie Hall in March 2010. His 
work is routinely performed all around the world. He has 
conducted the National Symphony, the Seattle Symphony, 
the Hollywood Bowl Orchestra, the Munich Philharmonic, 
The Radio Luxembourg Orchestra, as well as many others, 
and made his Israeli conducting debut in 2001 conducting the 
Israel Philharmonic Orchestra in two sold-out concerts honor-
ing Leonard Bernstein. He has conducted for Renee Fleming, 
Placido Domingo, Jessye Norman and Kathleen Battle and 
was chosen to conduct four Presidential Inaugural Concerts, 
as well as America’s Millennium Celebration, produced by 
Steven Spielberg. 

In addition to appearing hundreds of times on television, he 
has written songs for, conducted and produced for Julie An-
drews, Aretha Franklin, Kenny G., Whitney Houston, Michael 
Jackson, Quincy Jones, Kermit the Frog, Patti LaBelle, Liza Minnelli, Diana Ross, and many others. 
He conducted Frank Sinatra’s last concert on television and Sammy Davis’s final television appear-
ance. 

He began his Broadway career as a rehearsal pianist for “Pippin” while still in high school, and at 
nineteen was the musical director of “Sugar Babies” on Broadway. He also wrote the scores for 
John Guare’s, Lydie Breeze and Gardenia, Christopher Isherwood’s “A Meeting By the River” and 
Larry Gelbart’s “Mastergate”, plus was a contributing composer to “A...My name is Alice”. He is a 
contributing author to “Games We Played”, a collection of essays published by Simon & Schuster. 
He has two Broadway Musicals in “development”, Dr. Seuss’ “The 5000 Fingers of Doctor T” and 
“Pandora’s Box”, with Maria S. Schlatter. His musical “Norman’s Ark”, played the Ford Theater in 
LA, directed by Peter Schneider with a cast of 200. His first musical, “Heart’s Desire”, written with 
Armistead Maupin, played the Cleveland Playhouse and the Shaftesbury Theater in London.
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GLEN ROVEN
Artist Statement
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I came to BOUNCE rather late in the development. Grethe Holby, the director, approached me to 
bring another compositional color to the score.  The score is not the typical one-composer score, but 
more of a collaboration among a few composers, each bringing their own distinctive sounds.
 
The first bit of the libretto she asked me to set was the aria, “ A Bullet Bounced.” Quite honestly, I 
didn’t really know much about the piece except it was an urban retelling of the Icarus story set on a 
Basketball Court. I thought to myself there couldn’t be anything crazier than that. But I trusted Grethe 
and when I saw the text of “A Bullet Bounced,” I immediately responded and set it overnight.
 
The aria is sung when the protagonist reveals what happened on the basketball court the night of the 
shooting. A gun was fired (the bullet probably meant for him) but instead killed a little boy. Emotions 
don’t get much bigger than that and I knew this could be contemporary grand opera. I wrote a real 
Aria complete with recitative. I used contemporary chords on top of an ostinato baseline trying to 
merge the sounds of street life with a more traditional approach.
 
I must have “gotten it right,” as the Musical Director, the actor and Grethe immediately put it into 
rehearsal and sent me a video tape.

But the thing that really made me excited, and fully committed was when I heard how the opera 
begins. It begins with just one basketball bouncing on a court. Then a second one joins, and a third, 
building up to a basketball rhythmic overture.  

Without thinking too intellectually, I knew I would have to use a contemporary musical vocabulary, 
coupled with musical forms and conventions from Verismo.  Honestly, I didn’t think much, I just wrote 
- and am excited to be part of BOUNCE. 



TOMÀS DONCKER
Additional Music

As a prime mover on New York’s downtown “No Wave” scene in the early 1980s, Tomás Doncker 
cut his teeth as a guitarist with such genre-busting groups as James Chance & The Contortions, De-
funkt, J. Walter Negro & The Loose Jointz and many more. Eventually he went international, touring 
and recording in Japan with jazz pianist Masabumi Kikuchi, and producing studio and songwriting 
sessions with Boosty Collins, Yoko Ono, Grammy nominated Reggae vocal group The Itals, and 
Grammy-winning producer Prince Charles Alexander, to name just a few. Since then he has contin-
ued to work with an A-list of iconic artists including Ivan Neville (on his solo album “Thanks”), Bonnie 
Raitt, Meshell Ndegeocello, Living Colour lead singer Corey Glover, former P-Funk keyboardist Amp 

Fiddler, 2013 Grammy award nominee Shame-
kia Copeland and Pulitzer Prize- winning poet 
Yusef Komunyakaa.

In 2010, Doncker headlined for the first time in 
China at the Shanghai Folk Festival before an 
audience of over 100,000 as part of the Shang-
hai World Expo. His latest work as a singer/
songwriter and producer embraces a broader 
musical vision that he likes to call Global-Soul, 
drawing influences from numerous sources, in-
cluding East and West Africa and the Caribbe-
an. He also frequently collaborates with legend-
ary Grammy Award winning Producer/Bassist 
Bill Laswell, and his ongoing “Power Of The Trin-
ity” project was featured on CNN on November 
27,2012 (Jimi Hendrix’ birthday).
In the Summer of 2013 Tomás released the full 
length “Moanin’ at Midnight: The Howlin’ Wolf 
Project” album. Developed during a critically ac-
claimed run at NYC SummerStage and directed by award-winning director Alfred Preisser, this proj-
ect is now being shaped into a multimedia performance piece.
On October 21st,2014 the Tomás Doncker Band will be releasing Big Apple Blues, the collaborative 
effort by legendary poet Yusef Komunyakaa and musical Renaissance man Tomás Doncker. Big Ap-
ple Blues is the second collaboration between Doncker and Komunyakaa. The first, The Mercy Suite, 
featured performances by Meshell Ndegeocello, Chocolate Genius, and Living Colour lead singer 
Corey Glover. The pair will officially introduce Big Apple Blues during the Dodge Poetry Festival, 
sponsored by NPR. More information on the project is available on the official website of Doncker’s 
record label, True Groove.
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TOMÀS DONCKER
Artist Statement

I was supposed to be a basketball player...I was groomed to be a kid from Bed Stuy, black, tall (at 
10 I was already just pass 6’)with a full scholarship to one of the most innovative private schools in 
NYC. I had all the credentials. 

By 11 I had already made a name for myself as a CYO league star. Soon I won MVP and Sportsman-
ship awards in both the CYO league as well as in Harlem’s famed Holcombe Rucker Tournament. An 
invitation (and full scholarship) to attend legendary St. John’s University Coach, Lou Carnesecca’s, 
basketball camp. 

And then it happened

It then became very clear to me the reasons why I loved this game so much - for me, it wasn’t the 
win. It was the Camaraderie, the collective focus on execution, the undulating rhythm of souls which 
took a group of seemingly disconnected kids with a basketball and transformed them into a living 
breathing entity.

That’s the magic of a team and I realized that it was the teamwork that made my basketball world 
so magical. 

Upon reading Charles Smith’s libretto, I was transported back to the days of my youth on the court:  
the sounds of balls bouncing, sneaker’s squeaking, competitive taunting, and the breathing, sweat-
ing, heart pounding rhythm of the game. This is music to me. 

Global Souls is 
- the sound of our collective consciousness

- the unified rhythm of
heart beats creating a positive, spirtually uplifting force for good...

...musically speaking
it is not genre specific

but in fact...genre inclusive
...it is the best o fwhat we have to offer

to each other
...from Brooklyn to Ethiopia

...and everywhere in between...

Tomás Doncker
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ANSEL ELGORT/DJ ANSOLO
Composer: EDM Basketball Tracks 

A DJ and Electronic Dance Music Producer, Ansolo has performed in major EDM concert venues 
and festivals around the world including Bangkok, Korea, the Philippines, Las Vegas, and Ultra 
Music Festivals in Japan, Bali and Miami. In NYC he has spun his music in clubs and venues in-
cluding Pasha, Electric Zoo, Tomorrow World, and Life in Color. He is signed with Island Records 
and Sony. Recent singles include “Home Alone”, “Thief”, and “ You Can Count On Me,”as well 
as appearing on a new track on Logic’s album “Everybody.” 
 
As an actor, Ansel has starred in numerous films including the remake of “Carrie”, “The Divergent 
Series”, and “The Fault in Our Stars.” Soon to be released are “Billionaire’s Boys Club” and 
“Baby Driver.” He has presented at the Academy Awards and 2017 MTV Movie & TV Awards.

Ansel is a proud graduate of LaGuardia Arts High School in New York City. As a boy, he danced 
with School of American Ballet, appearing in “The Nutcracker Ballet” and “Swan Lake.” Ansel is 
an avid NY Knicks fan. He has played in the NBA Celebrity games, and loves to play basketball 
in his spare time.
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EVERETT MCCORVEY
Co-Producer & Conductor

Dr. EVERETT McCORVEY is the Director and Ex-
ecutive Producer of University of Kentucky Opera 
Theatre (UKOT), and holds the rank of Professor 
of Voice and the OperaLex Endowed Chair in Op-
era Studies at the University of Kentucky. 
Dr. McCorvey founded, directs, and conducts the 
American Spiritual Ensemble, a group of 24 pro-
fessional singers who has toured annually for 17 
years with over 200 performances throughout the 
United States and abroad. In 2014, he was ap-
pointed the Artistic Director of The National Cho-
rale in New York City, now going into his third 
season at David Geffen Hall at Lincoln Center.

He is and president of Global Creative Connections, a production and management company for 
musical and theatrical events, and served as the executive producer for the opening and closing 
ceremonies of the 2010 Alltech FEI World Equestrian Games, the largest equestrian event in the 
history of the United States. Dr. McCorvey is the Project Music Director, conductor and co-producer 
of BOUNCE The Basketball Opera, working with UKOT in partnership with Ardea Arts. 
As a tenor soloist, he has enjoyed critical acclaim and has performed in many prestigious venues 
around the globe, including the Kennedy Center, Radio City Music Hall, the Metropolitan Opera, 
and Italy’s Teatro Communal.  He is a native of Montgomery, Alabama, and received his degrees 
from the University of Alabama.

Dr. McCorvey is of the belief that every citizen in the country should find ways to give back to his 
community. He has been dynamic as a volunteer working to keep the arts part of the civic conver-
sation. He founded and oversees the Alltech Haitian Harmony Choir in Ounaminthe, Haiti, and 
currently serves on the boards of many arts organizations in Lexington. He serves as Vice-Chairman 
of the Kentucky Arts Council for the Commonwealth of Kentucky, and was recently awarded the 
Kentucky Star for Literary Arts in recognition of his myriad accomplishments in the field of Vocal 
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COMMISSIONER/LEAD PRODUCER
“Opera?! EXPLODE all those images and preconcep-
tions. These opera-musicals embrace an indigenous 
vernacular energy; they burst forth in our own Ameri-
can-ness; they resonate with our own languages. They 
enchant, challenge and inspire multigenerational audi-
ences–our definition of family–they make us laugh, cry 
and acknowledge who we are. These are, in fact, the 
same ideas that inspired the beginnings of opera back 
in 1590, and they are what we recapture in these new 
works by American composers and writers of today.”

Grethe Barrett Holby
Founding Executive Artistic Director

Ardea Arts/Family Opera Initiative (FOI) is 
the premiere company in the US creating new, 
high-quality opera-theater works for diverse and 
multi-generational audiences. The company was 
founded by Grethe Barrett Holby to create a sub-
stantial new repertory for family audiences, with 
the goal of bringing the opera experience to a 
widely diverse audience, and the commitment to 
engage the community in the process and perfor-
mance of the work. FOI was established in 1995 
as a program of American Opera Projects and 
is now a major initiative of Ardea Arts, a pro-
fessional company member of Opera America, 
International Sociery of Performing Arts (ISPA), 
Theater for Youth Audiences (TYA), and Interna-
tional Performing Arts for Youth (IPAY). Ardea 
Arts has commssioned and developed a reper-
tory of opera-works including the holiday opera 
Flurry Tale by Rusty Magee & Billy Aronson; the 
swashbuckling Sir Gawain and the Green Knight 
by Richard Peaslee & Kenneth Cavander; the 
summer pageant Fireworks! by Kitty Brazelton & 
Billy Aronson, Animal Tales by George Plimpton, 
Kitty Brazelton, and Grethe Holby, about “having 
the gumption to spread ones’ wings” as well as 
the accompanying CAT for younger audiences. 
FOI has also premiered Glen Roven’s Goodnight 
Moon & Plums–five songs for kids during FOI’s 
summer performances in Southampton, NY, Da-
vid Wolfson’s 10-minute gem Maya’s Ark, based 
on a true story from innercity Newark, NJ, and a

staged version of Babar, the Little Elephant co-pre-
sented with the French Institute, NYC. Works cur-
rently in development: The Three Astronauts, an 
international collaboration based on the book 
by Umberto Eco and Eugenio Carmi, previews 
recently presented at ISPCS, The Rio Grande 
Theater, & LaGuardia Arts HS; and BOUNCE 
The Basketball Opera author Charles R. Smith, 
composer Tomás Doncker, and concept/director 
Grethe B. Holby, libretto reading presented with 
WNYC at the Jerome Greene Space, NYC. The 
presentation was livestreamed and broadcast on 
WQXR. Ardea Arts has collaborated on these 
new works with extraordinary artists unexpect-
ed in the field of family entertainment, includ-
ing Franco Colavecchia, Clifton Taylor, Nikki 
Giovanni, Amy Trompetter, Buddha Stretch, 
Yusef Komunyakaa and Camille Assaf. Perfor-
mances have been co-produced with American 
Opera Projects, the Clark Studio Theater NYC, 
Fort Greene Park in Brooklyn, TADA! Children’s 
Theater, Playfest/Orlando Shakespeare Theater 
FL, NYC Central Park Zoo, Infinity Music Hall, 
the International Symposium for Personal and 
Commerical Spaceflight, WNYC’s The Greene 
Space, & The Parrish Art Museum, with work-
shops at Atlantic Center for the Arts, American 
Opera Projects, Ardea Arts Center, Montclair 
State University-Peak Performances (NJ), New 
York City area schools and our newest devel-
opment partner, University of Kentucky Opera 
Theatre.

Ardea Arts/Family Opera Initiative–1995 to the Present
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The University of Kentucky Opera Theatre (UKOT) is nation-
ally and internationally known as a top academic and artistic 
training program for aspiring opera and vocal performers. Rec-
ognized as a Richard Tucker Music Foundation recommended 
opera training program, UKOT annually trains 130 selected stu-
dents and prepares them for successful opera, theatre and arts 
education careers. Dr. Everett McCorvey, 

A music degree from The University of Kentucky reveres significant value:
1. UKOT trained two Metropolitan Opera National Council Auditions winners, Reginald Smith Jr. 

(2015) and Gregory Turay (1995). Our students are performing with the Metropolitan Opera, on 
Broadway and in Broadway National Tours, with National and internationally renowned Opera 
companies and with the United States Military Field Band Soldiers’ Chorus. 

2. UKOT collaborations include: The Atlanta Opera, San Francisco Opera, Dicapo Opera Theatre, 
Chautauqua Opera, Seagle Music Colony, Evansville Symphony Orchestra, Owensboro Philhar-
monic Orchestra, Albany Records, Central City Opera, Fort Worth Opera Festival, Sarasota 
Opera, Kentucky Symphony Orchestra and several other nationally recognized opera companies 
and orchestras. 

3. UKOT gained prominence on the national scene with the development of SCRIBE Technology 
(Self-Contained Rapidly Integratable Background Environment) used in UKOT’s 2011 production 
and later The Atlanta Opera’s productions of Porgy and Bess. 

4. UKOT’s 2012 production of The Phantom of the Opera sold over 10,000 tickets at the Lexington 
Opera House, setting its record for the most tickets sold for a single production. UKOT’s 2013 Les 
Miserables set yet another record at the Lexington Opera House for producing 15 performances, 
the most performances of a single production ever. 

5. Since 1992, UKOT’s original showcase, It’s a Grand Night for Singing!, evolved into a beloved 
Lexington tradition, to record numbers – over 6,000 attend, 100 perform and all are mesmerized 
by this grand occasion celebrating the arts and the power of arts education. 

6. UKOT has participated in several world and university premiers with Thomas Pasatieri’s The Hotel 
Casablanca (2007) and God Bless Us Everyone (2010), Rachel Perlman’s The Little Prince (2005) 
and André Previn’s A Streetcar Named Desire (2003) 

7. UKOT reached new heights and firmly established itself as one of America’s premier opera pro-
grams with the February 2009 performance of Our Lincoln at the John F. Kennedy Center for the 
Performing Arts in Washington, DC. 

8. UKOT students perform internationally. Past performances include: European Jumping and Dres-
sage Championship Gala Celebration, Alltech FEI World Equestrian Games, .... 

9. UKOT and the University of Kentucky Symphony Orchestra and Albany Records have collaborat-
ed four times: Aaron Copland’s The Tender Land (2002), Thomas Pasatieri’s The Hotel Casablan-
ca (2008) God Bless Us Everyone (2010) and John Strauss’ Die Fledermaus (2010). 

10. Since 2007, the UKOT Schmidt Opera Outreach Program (SOOP) educates and entertains Ken-
tucky’s K-6 students through its accessible introduction to the fundamentals of opera, performed 
by UKOT students.

The University of Kentucky Opera Theatre – enriching students, cultivating artists and impacting the 
world of opera and its future.

www.ukoperatheatre.org

Producer and Executive Director, credits the success of the program to talented faculty, staff and pro-
fessional guest artists, working as a team to help students achieve their highest potential as singers, 
scholars and citizens. 
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
VENUE

Our Stage is a high-school sized basketball court.  This can be:

• An actual basketball court inside in a gymnasium or sports center.  
• A basketball court outside in a park or in a tent.
• A theater space that can accommodate the dimensions of a basketball court: in the round, three 

quarter thrust, or black box flexible.
• Note: Most college and professional courts have mobile baskets that will bring the court down 

to size.  
• Note:  A similar size basketball court is required for rehearsals. 

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

COURT/Stage Size: High School sized Basketball Court – 45’-50’ wide x 74’-84’  long with a 3’ - 5’ 
open area around the entire court, and a minimum ceiling height of 16 feet.  The only limitation is 
overly reverberant facilities.

SOUND:  

• 20 wireless head microphones for all performers with full audio support equipment*
• 2-3 Wireless handheld microphones;
• Microphone amplified band stand (all instruments must be amplified)  
• Stage monitors (for performer monitoring)
• PA systems monitors for the spectator area (if performed on an outdoor court) 

*Detailed sound spec sheet available upon request

LIGHTING 

• Outdoor courts: during the day requires only natural light. 
• Indoor courts: minimal theatrical lighting is preferable but not necessary. 
• Theatrical Venues: Full theatrical lighting setup is preferred. 

ADDITIONAL TECHNICAL ELEMENTS

Preferred but not critical are: 
• Electronic programmable scoreboard
• Video. There is one video shown during the performance. The video can also be sent
          to spectator. Cell phones via our Bounce App. This would require wi-fi capability. 

                        
FOR OUTDOOR VENUES - RAIN DATE or INDOOR BACKUP VENUE
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
BOUNCE is community engagement in its purest form exploring pressing social issues including 
gun violence, while engaging community leaders, audiences, and youth ages 16-26 in the inspiring 
and empowering process of creating and performing live music-theater side by side with top notch 
professionals. 

“If you go back to the classics, ... look at West Side Story and take that story and put it back 
here in NYC. It’s an update of some of the same messages”

Len Elmore, Retired NBA player and ESPN basketball announcer

“BOUNCE brings people who haven’t probably done anything together, together ...to 
establish these relationships. Then you start to really understand that there are no 
differences in who we are as human beings.”

Shanduke McPhatter, Executive Director and Founder of GMACC-Gangstas Making Astronomical Community Changes, EastFlatbush, Brooklyn

“There is something, I think, historical in the making. I’ve never seen the wonderful blend 
of professional voices and kids who are from around the way.”

 Drama Teacher, Darnese Oliveri, EBC High School for Public Service, Bushwick, Brooklyn

“Children of the inner city struggle with many obstacles and come from different cultural 
backgrounds, but basketball becomes the American cultural bridge that unites our 
children. ... It’s pleasure to be of service. Your work will change many of our children 
lives.”

Asst. Principal Gerard Henry, EBC High School for Public Service, Bushwick, Brooklyn

“Gun violence is a huge issue. If you grow up with that, hurt people 
hurt people, including themselves.” 

Jumanee D. Williams, Brooklyn Councilman (District 45)

“I wanna be apart of something like that. It’s with people of 
color so it touches home”  

Jeffrey, Student of Bushwick School for Social Service/Bounce

“The basketball court becomes the gladiatorial arena. 
Guys aren’t known for expressing our emotions on 
our sleeves. So that’s how we expressed ourselves.”

Charles R Smith, Jr.  BOUNCE writer



THESE PERFORMANCES ARE IN PARTNERSHIP WITH 

THESE PERFORMANCES ARE SUPPORTED IN PART BY
THE LAURIE M. TISCH ILLUMINATION FUND, JODY AND JOHN ARNHOLD, 

ARTHUR ELGORT & DEBORAH HEARST 
Events related to BOUNCE The Basketball Opera receive funding from OPERA America’s 

Operas Fund.

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS

CONTRIBUTING PARTNERS 

ARDEA ARTS PRODUCING PARTNERS 

COMMUNITY PARTNERS 

DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS
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COMMUNITY EVENTS

Kaiser Park, Brooklyn, NY
Oct, 2014
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Centry Club, New York, NY
Mar, 2017



BOUNCEBOUNCE
THE BASKETBALL OPERA 

ARDEA ARTS
Development Partner

UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY OPERA THEATRE

NEW OPERA    NEW AUDIENCES

PLEASE JOIN US

WWW.ARDEAARTS.COM/BOUNCE

BOUNCE Promo Kit:
www.artistecard.com/bounce
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